
Experience

Formed a digital business focusing on creating interactive business applications. Worked on a 
diverse range of projects, including interactive restaurant menus, e-commerce platforms, 
landing pages and mobile applications.

Created and developed a web and mobile application for valet parking businesses to easily track 
customers and business metrics.

Okami Creative

Co-created a business with the goal of creating high-quality user interfaces and consistent user 
experiences.

Developed a digital product named Krom Wireframe Kit, a powerful tool based on Atomic Design 
System, designed to enhance the speed and quality on wire framing user experience.

Developed detailed front-end UI Libraries for both Vue and React front-end Frameworks.

UI Bears

Worked on developing a single-page web application, transforming various business operations 
to a be handled digitally, such as; CRM features, creating quotes and invoices, creating and 
tracking errands for the workshop, creating optimal delivery routes and tracking.

Developed an in-app messaging system and Front Addon, to optimize the marketing teams 
efficiency and business communications.

Developed a mobile application for couriers to easily track, manage and confirm deliveries.

Universal Packing Specialists Ltd

Designed a user interface using Figma and developed the front-end with Laravel, Livewire, and 
Alpine. Expanded the business website to include e-commerce features.

Rewrote the front-end code base to be more reusable, modular, and optimized. Also, 
implemented state management libraries.

Troubleshooted and optimized various backend services and RESTful APIs.

Built several new features for the business CRM and e-commerce platform, handling both the 
back-end and front-end.

Brickhunter

Designed and developed a hybrid mobile application for iOS and Android using Capacitor with 
Vue, TypeScript and JavaScript.

Developed a backend server with Laravel and designed RESTful APIs for the mobile application. 

Developed a web application for overseeing business operations using Intertia.js and React

Developed a landing page integrating headless content manager Storyblok.

Reachin

I'm a full-stack developer with advanced skills in , , , ,  and 

. My specialty is developing scalable, modular and optimized front-end applications with 

consistent user experience, and working with RESTful APIs. I have expert level knowledge on 

building back-end services, developing APIs and working with external microservices.

JavaScript TypeScript React Vue PHP

Laravel

bkorur95@gmail.com

+90 541 314 7898

Istanbul, Turkey

British and Turkish Citizen

03 August, 1995

Batuhan Korur



Tech Stack

Skills

JavaScript

TypeScript

VueJS

Tailwind & PostCSS

Component Based Programming

Object-oriented Programming

Data structures & algorithms

State Management

API-Driven Software

Design Systems

User Experience Design

End-to-end & Unit Testing

Docker & Kubernetes

ReactJS

Laravel / PHP

API Design

Nuxt & NextJS

Livewire / Inertia

MongoDB

Education Istanbul University

Volunteering Lions Club International

Language Turkish

English

Latin

Certifications MSCA - Programming in HTML5 with Javascript and CSS3

MSCA - Programming in C#

MSCA - Developing in ASP.NET MVC Web Applications

Web Programming (PHP)


